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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers (UC) has implemented Sales Cloud for its entire sales organization, UC has built a custom object
called projects_c that stores customers project detail and employee bitable hours. The following requirements are
needed: 

1. 

A subnet of individuals from the finance team will need to access to the projects object for reporting and adjusting
employee utilization. 

2. 

The finance users will not access to any sales objects, but they will need to interact with the custom object. Which
license type a data architect recommend for the finance team that best meets the requirements? 

A. Service Cloud 

B. Sales Cloud 

C. Light Platform Start 

D. Lighting platform plus 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Universal Containers has more than 10 million records in the Order_c object. The query has timed out when running a
bulk query. What should be considered to resolve query timeout? 

A. Tooling API 

B. PK Chunking 

C. Metadata API 

D. Streaming API 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Universal Container require all customers to provide either a phone number of an email address when registering for an
account. 

What should the data architect use to ensure this requirement is met? 

A. validation Rule 
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B. required Fields 

C. Apex Class 

D. Process Builder 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Universal Containers has a public website with several forms that create Lead records in Salesforce using the REST
API. When designing these forms, which two techniques will help maintain a high level of data quality? 

A. Do client-side validation of phone number and email field formats. 

B. Prefer picklist form fields over free text fields, where possible. 

C. Ensure the website visitor is browsing using an HTTPS connection. 

D. Use cookies to track when visitors submit multiple forms. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 5

How can an architect find information about who is creating, changing, or deleting certain fields within the past two
months? 

A. Remove "customize application" permissions from everyone else. 

B. Export the metadata and search it for the fields in question. 

C. Create a field history report for the fields in question. 

D. Export the setup audit trail and find the fields in question. 

Correct Answer: D 
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